
Finissage

play
wait
why 
paint?
strange:
a yellow 
fools with the other 
across other others
plays, 
hides and seeks
a texture 
perturbes it
repeated
repeated
vanishes in some seas 
empty flat sea of a 
damp blue sea of sky
velvety
velvety over
over to powder
to strange flowers 
flirting the neighbour
she gazes back
eye in eye 
she is a flower
maybe guilty
of what follows her
a mess,
such a mess
and a rest
and a nest
something tickles 
such thin things
appeasing uprising
retroact through
what comes next –
t’was a beach!
beautiful pale beach
a Riviera
here’s the Baigneuse
waiting for the turn
precise ninety degrees 
very hot day
actually she’s too hot
already she’s burnt
starting to melt 
she needs a bath
and has money



and has taste, obviously
has Saint-Laurent’s
elegant green and purple
predicting a gesture
repeating the gesture
getting it tight 
thick as a threat
to another bottom
less burnt
that butt?
doubt of the cat
butt is under attack
held hostage
surrounded
slim slice of cheese 
sandwich in between
butt is cheese
isn’t it!?
page break – 

play again
another Riviera
another mess
another nest
something screens  
over the surface
nothing to see 
but barriers
to finally plunge
over to
that ass again
another swimmer
an endless summer
orange is water
screaming
sleeping like 7
smoking in heaven in the
riddle of nowhere
of before the futures
of a few fresh landscapes
what time is it?
and the executioner’s face is always well hidden
yours is there in this
middle of no edge
looking at looking back
to the right, allright
go on
since the show does
leave culture



leave nature
but
stop
direction is cut
like this poor Adam’s hand
pointing back 
wishing repair
for the thin border of air
nevermind
gourmet brown
moves you on coz
what is left
is a lot:
characters and stuff 
caught in strange 
plots
mystics, alchemists
becoming intense 
as whole in the wall
bathed in light
sunk in flat
flat as a rat
or mighty crust…
who wins?
inbetweens
passengers passing
chatting loudly
say yellow say red
(for instance)
for pleasure and fun
and for love for sure
passionate mixtures 
draw the line
you can follow
or take the door
that big black door 
or but go back 
back to no truth
back to smooth tunes
soft skins soft looks
plain nudes and nakeds 
and under covers
or explained…
delicate, delicate
this playing
list.
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